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WEST. ST. PAUL PLANNING COMMISSION
The regular meeting of the West St. Paul Planning Commission was called to order by
Chair Kavanaugh on Tuesday, February 20 at 7:11 p.m. in the Municipal Center Council
Chambers, 1616 Humboldt Avenue, West St. Paul, Minnesota 55118.
ROLL CALL

Commissioners Present: McPhillips, Nelson, Leuer, Ramsay
and Chair Kavanaugh.

Absent:
Also Present:

Assistant Community Development Director Ben Boike,
Community Development Coordinator Melissa Sonnek, City
Council Liaison Anthony Fernandez.

ADOPT MINUTES

ON MOTION of Commissioner Leuer, seconded by
Commissioner McPhillips, RESOLVED to approve the
West St. Paul Planning Commission regular meeting
minutes of January 16, 2018 as presented.
Ayes: 5

Nays: 0

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Case #18-02 - Application For A Conditional Use Permit To Allow For A
Telecommunications Tower In A B3 District At 1400 Robert St. (Augustana Lutheran
Church) - Buell Consulting, Inc. CONT. FROM 1/16/18
Coordinator Sonnek presented the staff report. As technology needs continue to grow, as
does the need for facilities. After testing and analyzing coverage, T-Mobile has decided
to propose adding this tower to help strengthen their network capacity and increase
overall in-building coverage. This particular site was selected due to its location, as it has
existing mature trees, which provide for natural screening of the tower.
Augustana Lutheran Church currently has an unused space on the southern portion of
their eastern site (behind the parking lot). In search to find a location to best serve a
growing customer/service demand, T-Mobile has proposed to lease space from
Augustana Church to construct a 109 ft. personal communications tower.
The subject property consists of a two-story 34,111 sq. ft. institutional use building. All
adjacent properties to the south, east, and west consist of commercial uses, while the
properties to the north consist of both commercial and multi-family residential. The
subject parcel on which the cell tower will be located is zoned as a Planned Mixed-Use
Development (PMD) with B3 – General Business as the underlying zoning. The
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surrounding property to the north is also zoned as B3, the properties to the south are
zoned B3 and I1, the properties to the west are zoned B4 – Shopping Center, and the
property immediately to the east is included in the PMD zoning district.
As stated in City Code Section 153.397(B), a Conditional Use Permit shall not be granted
for a personal communications tower, unless it can be documented by the applicant that
the equipment planned for the proposed tower cannot be accommodated on an existing
tower or building within a ½ mile radius of the proposed tower. The applicant has
provided proof of this in their application, a statement on this can be found within the
Memo dated 9/21/2017 written by Naveen Francis. The applicant has also provided an
image to show what locations are within the ½ radius.
Due to an existing tower (A T&T Tower) within the established ½ mile radius, City Staff
required a 3rd party consultant to properly determine whether co-location is possible.
Garry Lysiak, of Owl Engineering has submitted a report (dated February 11, 2018). In
this report it has been stated that the A T&T tower is located too close to another TMobile site and therefore would cause interference. This interference is unable to be
prevented, as the facilities that would be in close proximity would be from the same
company.
Staff recommends approval of the conditional use permit to allow a Personal
Communication Tower in a B3 District at 1400 Robert St. subject to the following
conditions:
1. The applicant shall obtain all applicable building permits for the construction of
the tower and related ground equipment,
2. All lighting for the proposed site shall comply with the conditions established
in the Federal Aviation Administration memo dated 08/16/2017, and
3. All proposed fencing and accessory buildings and/or structures be of
complementary colors and/or design to the surrounding areas, as approved by City Staff.
Chair Kavanaugh asked why chain link is allowed in this request where other proposals
have to have a privacy (no-maintenance) fence.
Assistant Director Boike responded that it is more of a wooded area and that chain link
has been allowed in some other requests.
Assistant Director Boike added that the tower on Moreland is within a half mile of
another tower and would create interference. The third party engineer confirmed that
would be the case and that the tower by City Hall is outside of the half mile collocation
radius.
Christian Olson with Buell Consulting on behalf of Eco Site LLC (applicant) addressed
the Commission. The tower being built is in benefit of T-Mobile but the tower would be
owned by Eco Site. There are quite a bit of mature trees in the area and the area is unused
by the Church and will benefit them by deterring people from going back there.
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Chair Kavanaugh asked for clarification on the Moreland site and how they came to the
conclusion that that would not be a viable option.
Olson replied that historically, they assess the area needing to be covered, zoning
requirements, and collocation options. Building a tower is not their first choice because
it’s expensive and takes longer. Moreland is a bad location, it may help a little in that area
but would not solve the coverage issue to the southeast of the tower.
Commissioner McPhillips asked what kind of range does that give them to the east.
Olson replied that it’s filling in a gap between sites. Not a tremendously far area between
those two sites but is a high demand and underserved area.
Chair Kavanaugh asked if the tower would be available to be leased to other networks.
Olson replied yes, Eco Site will own the tower and could hold up to 3-4 carriers
equipment.
Chair Kavanaugh opened the public hearing at 7:35 p.m.
John Bellows, 1925 Bidwell, asked that the planning commission continue this item until
the next meeting because the coverage map does not show the coverage from the
Moreland tower or the City Hall tower. That is necessary information to determine
whether the new tower is needed. The applicant is a tower company and has an interest in
creating a new tower. The scope of these kinds of antennas can be such that a new
construction may not be necessary.
Olson replied that adding to existing towers provides no benefit to servicing the coverage
gap.
Commissioner McPhillips asked how many antennas are on the neighboring towers.
Olson replied that there might be 9-12 on the tower near City Hall and 9-12 on the
Moreland tower.
Joe Ferrer, 1670 Humboldt, asked how many trees will need to be taken down to put the
tower up.
Olson replied it is a very wooded area with mostly smaller trees and a couple significant
sized trees. The church has requested that they leave the trees on the west alone. The
entire lease area is 65’x65’.
Chair Kavanaugh closed the public hearing at 7:45 p.m.
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Commissioner Ramsay stated support for what Mr. Bellows suggested in looking into
coverage needs more and getting an example of what the tower will look like.
Commissioner Leuer noted the proposed height of the tower and said that it seems like a
lot but in retrospect, he has not noticed any existing towers in town and that they kind of
blend in.
ON MOTION by Commissioner Ramsey, seconded by Commissioner McPhillips to
continue Case #18-02 - Application For A Conditional Use Permit To Allow For A
Telecommunications Tower In A B3 District At 1400 Robert St. (Augustana
Lutheran Church) - Buell Consulting, Inc. Motion approved 5-0.

This item will go be continued until the next Planning Commission meeting on
March 20th.
NEW BUSINESS
Election of Officers
Assistant Director Boike invited the Commissioners to vote for Planning
Commission Chair and Planning Commission Vice Chair positions on their
ballots.
Chair Kavanaugh stated his interest in continuing to serve as Chair.
Commissioner Nelson stated his interest in continuing to serve as Vice Chair.
Votes were tallied and the incumbent officers were voted in for another term.
OLD BUSINESS
No old business
OTHER
ADJOURNMENT:
ON MOTION by Commissioner McPhillips, seconded by Commissioner
Nelson, Commissioners RESOLVED to ADJOURN the January 16, 2018
regular meeting of the Planning Commission at 7:54 PM. Motion approved 50.
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Sarah Hodder
Recording Specialist

WEST ST. PAUL PLANNING COMMISSION
Work Session
The West St. Paul Planning Commission work session meeting was called to order by Chair
Kavanaugh on Tuesday February 20, 2018 at 5:30 p.m. at the Municipal Center, 1616 Humboldt
Avenue, West St. Paul, Minnesota, 55118.
ROLL CALL

Commissioners present: McPhillips, Leuer, Kavanaugh, Hubert
and Ramsay.

Absent:
Also Present:

Asst. Community Development Director Boike, Erin Perdu with
WSB, Adam Smith with WSB, John Christiansen with WSB,
Community Development Coordinator Melissa Sonnek

Comprehensive Plan Infrastructure

The chapters relating to infrastructure were summarized for the
commissioners. Adam
Smith reviewed transportation.
Metropolitan Council requires transportation plans to be
multimodal in nature, addressing existing and forecasted
conditions and proposed improvement strategies for roadway and
bridge; bicycle and pedestrian; freight, as well as transit and airport
elements of the overall transportation system. WSB has met with
City staff, as well as the MnDOT Area Manager and Dakota
County in an effort to prepare an accurate and coordinated
reflection of both short and long range transportation plans and
programmed projects for the City of West St. Paul.
Some of the specific work that has been incorporated into this most
recent 2040 Transportation Plan includes updated travel demand
model traffic forecasts from Metropolitan Council; updated
functional classification; updated road authority; updated travel
lane information and recent truck counts for major thoroughfares.
Other modal elements of the transportation plan that have been
reviewed and updated to meet Metropolitan Council requirements
include transit facilities and service, airport facilities and
bicycle/pedestrian facilities.
The centerpiece of the transportation plan is a multimodal listing
of roadway, transit, freight and bicycle/pedestrian related
programmed improvements and longer range transportation
strategies that attempt to reflect City, County, MnDOT and
Metropolitan Council transportation priorities, while and also
responsibly supporting identified growth in the City of West. St.
Paul’s 2040 Land Use Plan.
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Commissioners discussed land use relating to airport interference
in the plan. WSB representatives explained that West St Paul is in
the “area of influence” of the MSP airport.
Commissioners discussed current road conditions and goals
relating to percentage of roads that are in good condition and which
roads have opportunities to add more multi-modal options.
John Christiansen summarized the wastewater and water supply
infrastructure chapters and policies that were given to the
commissioners in their packets.
Commissioners discussed timeline for repairs and improvements
to comply with Met Council guidelines.
Commissioners discussed age of sewer system and logistics of lift
station rehab/replacement.
Commissioners discussed adding a water supply policy for the
regional water supplier. WSB added that most communities that
have a regional water supplier do not have that included in their
comp plans.
ADJOURNMENT:

The Tuesday February 20, 2018 work session meeting of the
Planning Commission was adjourned at 6:36 p.m.

Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Melissa Sonnek, Community Development Coordinator

Date:

March 20 2018

Case #18-02 – Conditional Use Permit – 1400 Robert St.
REQUEST:
On behalf of Eco-Site, LLC, Buell Consulting is requesting a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to construct
a Communication Tower in a B3, General Business District at 1400 Robert St. (Augustana Lutheran
Church).
BACKGROUND:
At the last Planning Commission meeting on February 20th, 2018, a Conditional Use Permit application
for a communication tower was reviewed. Based on a few unanswered questions and the request for
additional information, the Planning Commission voted 5-0 in favor of continuing the review to
tonight’s meeting. For further information that was covered during the February meeting please refer to
the attached Staff Memo dated 02/20/2018.
The following concerns surfaced during the February 20th meeting:
 Overall scale of the tower in comparison to surrounding features,
o A rendering showing a cross-section of the tower and the surrounding features was
requested and is attached,
 On site tree removal,
o See information provided later in this memo,
 Estimated coverage of nearby towers if technology was co-located,
o See attached coverage maps,
 On site fencing of the compound.
Attachments:
Additional RF Statement and Visuals (newly submitted information)
February 20th PC Memo
Application Package
Owl Engineering Review
Plans
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TOWER SCALE:
During the February 20th, meeting a few questions were asked about specific measurements of the
surrounding environment. The height of each item is listed below,





West St. Paul water tower is 182 feet tall
City Hall cell tower is 159 feet tall
Moreland cell tower is 110 feet tall
Highest point of the church cupola is 50 feet

TREE REMOVAL AND PRESERVATION:
The existing caliper inches of trees on site is 587, and the total inches proposed to be removed in order
to make room for the compound is 216 (roughly 37%). This leaves approximately 371 caliper inches of
quality trees on site.
Tree Size
36”
24”
18”
14”
12”
10”
9”
8”
6”
5”
4’

Existing

Preserve

Loss

4
4
3
1
5
4
9
1
4
6
9

3
3
0
1
5
3
7
0
0
4
1

1
1
3
0
0
1
2
1
4
2
8

FENCING:
In section 153.397 of the Zoning Code, specifically relating to cell towers, it does not identify specifics
of fencing other than the fencing must be secure. However, in an effort to stay consistent with other cell
tower applications, City Staff would like to recommend as a condition of approval that the fencing
around the compound be a maintenance free privacy fence.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends APPROVAL of the CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT to allow a Personal
Communication Tower in a B3 District at 1400 Robert St. subject to the following conditions:
1. The applicant shall obtain all applicable building permits for the construction of the tower and
related ground equipment,
2. All lighting for the proposed site shall comply with the conditions established in the Federal
Aviation Administration memo dated 08/16/2017, and
3. All proposed fencing surrounding the compound shall be a maintenance free privacy fence; and
the fencing and accessory buildings and/or structures be of complementary colors and/or design
to the surrounding areas, as approved by City Staff.
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T-Mobile Current Coverage

This is where the
increased capacity to
offload A1Q0027A is
needed.

T-Mobile Propose Coverage (A1Q0310C)

This is where the
increased capacity to
offload A1Q0027A is
needed.

T-Mobile Hypothetical Coverage (With AT&T Colocation)

T-Mobile Hypothetical Coverage (With ATC Colocation)

Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Melissa Sonnek, Community Development Coordinator

Date:

February 20, 2018

Case #18-02 – Conditional Use Permit – 1400 Robert St.
REQUEST:
On behalf of Eco-Site, LLC, Buell Consulting is requesting a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to construct
a Communication Tower in a B3, General Business District at 1400 Robert St. (Augustana Lutheran
Church).
BACKGROUND:
As technology needs continue to grow, as does the need for facilities. After testing and analyzing
coverage, T-Mobile has decided to propose adding this tower to help strengthen their network capacity
and increase overall in-building coverage. This particular site was selected due to its location, as it has
existing mature trees, which provide for natural screening of the tower.
Attachments:
Application Package
Owl Engineering Review
Notice
Plans
Staff Presentation

Subject Site
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PROPOSAL:
Augustana Lutheran Church currently has an unused space on the southern portion of their eastern site
(behind the parking lot). In search to find a location to best serve a growing customer/service demand,
T-Mobile has proposed to lease space from Augustana Church to construct a 109 ft. personal
communications tower. This tower would better allow T-Mobile to provide service to both homes and
businesses, the tower also allows for the addition of two additional providers to locate their equipment
on this tower, totaling to three providers for one tower. The tower would be located behind the existing
garage and parking lot owned by the church, this area is surrounded by natural screening for both the
tower and the necessary ground equipment.
EXISTING LAND USES:
The subject property consists of a two-story 34,111 sq. ft. institutional use building. All adjacent
properties to the south, east, and west consist of commercial uses, while the properties to the north
consist of both commercial and multi-family residential.
Direction
Relevant to Site

North
East
South

West

Land Use

Business

Commercial
Multi-Family
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

West St. Paul Armory
Emerson Apartments
WSP Allina Clinic
Chuck E Cheese’s
Thompson Ave. Ventures
Perkins
Lucky China
Beirut
Big Splash Car Wash

ZONING:
The subject parcel on which the cell tower will be located is zoned as a Planned Mixed-Use
Development (PMD) with B3 – General Business as the underlying zoning. The surrounding property
to the north is also zoned as B3, the properties to the south are zoned B3 and I1, the properties to the
west are zoned B4 – Shopping Center, and the property immediately to the east is included in the PMD
zoning district.

*PMD Designation Outline is Incorrect
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ANALYSIS:
Zoning Ordinance
As mentioned above, Section 153.397(B), requires that all applicants proposing to construct a tower
within the city, shall apply for and obtain a Conditional Use Permit, subject to the criteria listed below.
Co-Location Review
As stated in City Code Section 153.397(B), a Conditional Use Permit shall not be granted for a personal
communications tower, unless it can be documented by the applicant that the equipment planned for the
proposed tower cannot be accommodated on an existing tower or building within a ½ mile radius of the
proposed tower. The applicant has provided proof of this in their application, a statement on this can be
found within the Memo dated 9/21/2017 written by Naveen Francis. The applicant has also provided an
image (labeled Exhibit 1) to show what locations are within the ½ radius.
City Staff also considered that the applicant could potentially co-locate on the existing tower adjacent to
City Hall. However, the tower adjacent to City Hall is located outside of the ½ mile radius. In addition,
locating on the City Hall tower would not meet T-Mobile’s coverage needs.
Third Party Review
Due to an existing tower (A T&T Tower) within the established ½ mile radius, City Staff required a 3rd
party consultant to properly determine whether co-location is possible. Garry Lysiak, of Owl
Engineering has submitted a report (dated February 11, 2018). In this report it has been stated that the A
T&T tower is located too close to another T-Mobile site and therefore would cause interference. This
interference is unable to be prevented, as the facilities that would be in close proximity would be from
the same company.
Design
As required by City Code Section 153.397(E), towers and antennas must be designed to blend in with
the surrounding environment through the use of color and architectural treatments, unless otherwise
noted by state or federal agencies (such as the Federal Aviation Admin). The proposed pole is a monopole design, which meets the requirement of City Code. In addition, the site’s tree coverage allows for
added screening of the ground equipment.
The applicant has stated that the pole will be unpainted and made of galvanized steel, this design is
similar to other monopole designs within the City (as can be seen on the tower near City Hall). The
steel design is very low maintenance and will not rust.
Screening
Towers, poles, antennas, and other related structures are required to be screens by security fencing to
avoid any unauthorized entry; the applicant is proposing an eight-foot chain-link fence to surround the
leased area with a 12 foot wide entry gate to the north of the structure. The applicant stated in the
narrative that the fenced area will be gated and locked.
Lighting
Per City Code, the tower shall not be illuminated by any artificial means, and shall not display strobe
lights, unless specifically required by the Federal Aviation Administration.
The Federal Aviation Administration Office in Texas also reviewed this application and established
specific lighting requirements to preserve safety and efficiency; therefore, City Staff recommends a
condition of approval that all lighting for the proposed site comply with the conditions established in the
Federal Aviation Administration memo dated 08/16/2017.
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Location and Setback Requirements
Per City Code Section 153.397(G), all towers must be designed so that the upper portion will fold or
collapse against the tower, so that no part of the tower will fall onto any neighboring structures or
properties. The applicant has provided City Staff with confirmation of this, which can be found in the
attachments.
City Code also requires the following setbacks:
 Towers must be setback a minimum of 150 ft. from Robert St.
 This tower is approximately 350 ft. from Robert St.
 Towers must be setback a minimum of 75 ft. from the property line of any residential use.
 This tower is approximately 260 ft. from the residential property to the east, and
approximately 580 ft. from the residential property to the north.
Tower Height
The proposed tower height of 109 ft. (105 ft. pole & 4 ft. lightening rod), falls below the maximum
height requirement of 170 ft.
Attachments and Accessory Buildings
All of the necessary equipment for the facility, such as the tower itself, the steel platform, and equipment
cabinet will all be located within the fenced in area, as required by City Code.
City Code section 153.397(K), requires that all utility buildings and/or structures must be designed to
blend in with the surrounding environment. As this level of detail was not included in the plans, City
Staff is recommending as a condition of approval that all proposed fencing and accessory buildings or
structures be of complementary colors and/or design to the surrounding areas, as approved by City Staff.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends APPROVAL of the CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT to allow a Personal
Communication Tower in a B3 District at 1400 Robert St. subject to the following conditions:
1. The applicant shall obtain all applicable building permits for the construction of the tower and
related ground equipment,
2. All lighting for the proposed site shall comply with the conditions established in the Federal
Aviation Administration memo dated 08/16/2017, and
3. All proposed fencing and accessory buildings and/or structures be of complementary colors
and/or design to the surrounding areas, as approved by City Staff.
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To:

City of West St. Paul, MN

From:

Joshua Mathews, Senior RF Engineer, T-Mobile USA

Date:

1/23/2018

Re:

Proposed Augustana Church Site, St. Paul MN (A1Q0310C)

I am the Senior Engineer responsible for the design and location of this site. I have been doing
wireless network design for 19 years, and have planned, built, and upgraded hundreds of sites. I have
been asked to detail the goals and possibilities of a new site at our proposed location at Augustana
Lutheran Church, 1400 South Robert St (A1Q0310C).
This site is designed to increase capacity in the area along South Robert Street, and more specifically
offload our Site A1Q0027A, located on the Marie Ave Water Tower. As a capacity site, the location
is of utmost importance. The proposed location is good, and will fulfill our design objectives.
One existing structure is nearby, an AT&T owned monopole located on East Moreland Ave. I
examined this location early on in our site development process, and rejected it. It is too far away
from our target area to provide any meaningful offload of A1Q0027A, regardless of available height.
We would still need an additional site North of A1Q0027A to fulfill our design goal. It’s also very
close to our existing rooftop site A1Q0433C, and would provide redundant coverage.
I’ve attached a map of the area surrounding our proposed site. I’ve also included the location of the
AT&T monopole for reference.
The frequencies used by our equipment will be restricted to the bands as follows:
Transmit:
PCS B Block (1950 to 1965 MHz)
PCS D Block (1945 to 1950 MHz)
AWS D Block (2135 to 2140 MHz)
AWS E Block (2140 to 2145 MHz)
AWS F1 and F2 Blocks (2145 to 2155 MHz)
700A Block (698 to 704 Mhz)
Receive:
PCS B Block (1870 to 1885 MHz)
PCS D Block (1865 to 1870 MHz)
AWS D Block (1735 to 1740 MHz)
AWS E Block (1740 to 1745 MHz)
AWS F1 and F2 Blocks (1745 to 1755 MHz)
700A Block (728 Mhz to 734 Mhz)
These bands apportioned to T-Mobile by the FCC and are well isolated from other bands used by
public safety communication systems. There have been no incidences of interference with public
safety systems on our existing sites.

January 24, 2018
Our license from the FCC states that we can not transmit outside of our assigned frequency blocks.
One of the penalties listed is loss of our license. We take interference very seriously, and in the rare
event that any interference occurred, we would work to correct it as quickly as possible.
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REPORT REGARDING CONSTRUCTION OF
A 105-FOOT COMMUNICATIONS TOWER
AUGUSTANA LUTHERAN CHURCH

AT 1400 S ROBERT STREET,

WEST ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

PREPARED BY:
GARRETT G. LYSIAK, P.E.

FEBRUARY 11, 2018

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of West St. Paul Ordinance for Wireless Telecommunications Towers requires
the demonstration of a need (gap in coverage) or a showing of need for the proposal. This
analysis demonstrates the proof of need requirement is satisfied. This new tower will
eliminate both coverage and capacity problems. It would provide the required Personal
Communication System (“PCS”) coverage to eliminate the present existing poor coverage
area for the expanded service.
There are no existing towers or tall structures identified within 1/2-mile that could be used
to provide the required coverage and eliminate the predicted coverage gap. All towers in
the nearby area were examined and none was found that could be used. Due to the lack
of any existing towers or support structures in the vicinity, the new site would need to locate
very near to the proposed location in order to fill the coverage gap.
Two T-Mobile store locations were examined as potential tower locations. Both were
rejected since one was too close to an existing T-Mobile tower and would cause system
interference and the other was too far removed from the search area needed to reduce
the signal coverage gap.
There is no evidence to show this new tower will cause interference to the present
frequencies and any Public Safety or City communications systems.
As required by the ordinance, this tower will accommodate additional communications
systems.
The proposed tower is in compliance with all the structural requirements of the ordinance
and present tower standards for both wind and icing conditions.

Engineering Statement
The documents submitted by T-Mobile to The City of West St. Paul for a new 105foot tower were reviewed for compliance with the technical requirements of the
zoning ordinance. The site is located at 1400 S Robert St., on the Augustana
Lutheran Church property.
Coverage Study
In reviewing the submitted data, it was determined that (T-Mobile) has designed its
communications facilities in the West St. Paul area with several surrounding sites providing
area wide coverage. The first steps in analyzing the proposal is to determine the present
existing coverage. T-Mobile submitted maps showing both the present and the proposed
coverage, I did verify them using a propagation computer program.

Present Coverage
The different signal levels translate into different probabilities that a user will be able to
connect and maintain a reliable connection to the network. Another variation in obtaining
and maintaining reliable connections is due to the performance of the user’s phone, that
can vary widely. Typically, there are three (3) signal levels that are referred to as good,
fair and poor coverage. Typical signal values corresponding to the three levels are: “good”
coverage and corresponds to areas where devices both outdoors and indoors will be able
to establish and maintain reliable connections. The “fair” coverage corresponds to areas
where users will be able to establish and maintain connections outdoors, but indoor
connections may be compromised. “Poor” coverage is where all connections may be
unreliable, especially indoors, or in areas surrounded by obstructions and foliage. Areas
where the signal level is lower than “poor” usually corresponds to areas where
connections will be highly unlikely indoors or in areas with a lot of foliage.
The present system coverage is shown below. The fair, poor and good signal coverage
area is shown. The stated objective is to improve the levels of coverage in the City of
West St. Paul and increase the capacity in the general area near the proposed new site.
As can be seen in this map (Present Coverage), there is a coverage gap in the eastern
area of the proposed new site location.
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ATT TOWER

REJECTED SITE
COVERAGE GAP

ATC MONOPOLE

REJECTED SITE

Present Coverage 1

The present coverage figure markings are as follows:
o The T-Mobile existing On Air sites are: AlQ0027A, AlQ0435B, AlQ0433C and
AlQ0171D.
o The Proposed T-Mobile cell site has been named as A1Q0310C.
o AlQ0310E_ - This colocation is close to an existing T-Mobile site (A1Q0433C)
with a distance between them of only 0.3 miles.

1

T-Mobile supplied exhibit in application

4

o AlQ0310F - This colocation tower is being disqualified as this won't help
coverage improvement in target area which is highlighted in the black search
area circle.

Predicted Coverage
The predicted coverage shown above shows that the new tower site will eliminate the
coverage gap in the targeted area.

NEW SITE

Predicted Coverage 2

2

T-Mobile Predicted Coverage submitted with application
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The applicant provided capacity information that demonstrated the need for the site in
order for adjacent sites to off-load traffic that would provide for improved coverage and
allow for higher data speeds.
My analysis of this data for the predicted coverage concurs with their submission.
Airspace Study
The proposed tower site was examined for any impact on the local airspace and airports.
Since the pole is only 105-feet, it was not expected to have any impact on any aviation
sites, either commercial or private facilities. The “FCC TOWAIR” program was used to
examine the proposed tower for any FAA & FCC notification requirements. The results
show that notification is not required since the proposed tower is lower than 200-feet in
height and is not in the proximity of any airports. However, an FAA study was requested
and they did perform an aeronautical study and issued a determination of No-Hazard on
August 16, 2017 3.
Existing Tower Sites
The nearest towers were reviewed as possible substitutes for the proposed tower. They
are listed in the tower search, Figure 1. As can be seen in the list, many of the towers
were never constructed, terminated or cancelled. All of the nearby-identified towers are
outside of the Search Ring and they would not provide the required signal levels to
eliminate the coverage gap.
Two (2) T-Mobile store locations were examined as potential tower locations. Both were
rejected since one was too close to an existing T-Mobile tower and would cause system
interference and the other was too far removed from the search area needed to reduce
the signal coverage gap.
Additionally, two other towers were analyzed for potential use. The first was an ATT
tower located 1/3 mile away from the proposed site, it is located too close to an
existing T-Mobile site and would cause interference and would not provide the desired
coverage to eliminate the coverage gap. (Labeled ATT A1Q0310E, T-Mobile
A1Q0433C)
The second tower is an ATC monopole and is located to the SW of the proposed site. It
is located more than ½ mile from the proposed site and would not provide the
desired coverage to eliminate the coverage gap. (Labeled A1Q0310F)

3

Aeronautical Study 2017-AGL-10859-OE which was included with application
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Site Construction
The site construction plans show the tower planned for this project. The tower drawings
supplied show compliance with the requirements of TIA-222-G standard, which requires
loading for:
1. Exposure C to the standard.
2. 90 mph basic wind, with no radial ice.
3. 50 mph basic wind with 1/2” of radial ice. (ice is considered to increase in
thickness with height)
4. The tower is designed to withstand the Ultimate Wind Speed for this area.
The proposal shows that the tower is designed to accommodate additional antenna
systems. According to current City code, additional users are required to be able to locate on the
tower. Included with the application is a statement verifying the co-location requirement is
addressed. “This proposed tower facility in West St Paul will be available for collocation by
other wireless service providers and Eco-Site, and Eco-Site's successors, will provide space
on the tower for this purpose with reasonable terms and conditions” 4.
Interference Study
A search was performed using the FCC frequency database 5 to determine the frequency
and location of any city or county public safety facilities within one-mile from the proposed
tower location. The frequencies proposed by T-Mobile are as follows:
PCS B Block (1950 to 1965 MHz)
PCS D Block (1945 to 1950 MHz)
AWS D Block (2135 to 2140 MHz)
AWS E Block (2140 to 2145 MHz)
AWS F1 and F2 Blocks (2145 to 2155 MHz)
700A Block (698 to 704 MHz)
Using all the identified frequencies either utilized by the city or county an intermodulation
(interference) study was performed to determine if any predicted interference products
would be generated by the proposed T-Mobile Wireless facility. The results of the study
indicate that there are no interference products predicted to be generated that would
cause interference to any of the identified protected frequencies.
The study shows that there are no predicted (low order) interference intermodulation
products generated from combinations of existing and proposed channels at this site.
When the proposed communications facility is constructed, antenna separation, pattern
directionality properties and equipment filtering will further reduce the potential of
4

Eco-Site letter of October 2, 2017 submitted with application
Federal Communications Commission, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau –“Universal Licensing
System”
5

7

intermodulation induced interference. This analysis is a mathematical study and will not
account for interference mitigation that will occur due to the differences in technologies
and equipment configurations and filtering. This study assumes a worst-case scenario
using as many as four transmitters operating simultaneously (which is a rare occurrence).
Additionally, due to the high frequencies used on this new facility there is no predicted
interference to occur on any other communication devices such as televisions, personal
computers, telephones, garage door openers, security systems, and other electronic
equipment.
In summary, the use of good engineering and installation practices should mitigate any
interference to any nearby existing communications systems or an additional future
system on the tower and it is my opinion that the T-Mobile Wireless system frequencies
should not cause any harmful interference problems to any of the existing
communications systems located in the area.

RF Radiation Analysis
Using the data submitted by T-Mobile Wireless we performed a “Worst-Case” radiation
analysis to determine the amount of RF energy that would be present at the base of the
tower. In making our calculations, we assumed that all of the RF energy generated by the
facility would be directed downward and three separate antennas at maximum power
levels with all frequency bands were used for the calculations. This is not the real world
situation since the antennas used by PCS systems are designed to radiate towards the
horizon and not directly towards the ground.
However, using this analysis method we are able to determine that the maximum level of
RF radiation reaching the ground at the tower base is less than 20 percent of the ANSI
standard value for the general public exposure limit and as such is not classified as an
excessive RF radiation hazard. When you factor in the antenna patterns, the predicted RF
radiation level will be less than 1 percent of the general public exposure maximum. This
proposal satisfies the current Federal guidelines for RF Exposure 6.
Summary
The review of the proposed T-Mobile Wireless tower indicates that:
•

6

It would provide the required wireless system coverage to eliminate the
present existing poor coverage area and provide enhanced existing
coverage.

FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin OET-65 Edition 97-01
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•
•
•
•

The proposed tower is predicted not to cause any interference products to any
protected frequency in the area and is not predicted to be an RF radiation
hazard.
The proposed tower as proposed is designed to accommodate additional
communications system.
The proposal complies with the structural requirements of the ordinance.
Due to the lack of any existing towers or adequate support structures in the
vicinity, the site would need to locate very near to the proposed location to
fill the coverage gap.
Respectfully submitted,

Garrett G. Lysiak, P.E.
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FIGURE 51 -- TOWER
TOWER SEARCH
SEARCH
FIGURE
ASR Registration Search

Registration Search Results
Displayed Results
= Pending Application(s)

Specified Search
Latitude='44-54-13 N', Longitude='93-4-45 W', Radius=2 Kilometers

Registration
Number
Status

File
Number

Owner Name

Overall
Height
Above
Structure Ground
Latitude/Longitude City/State (AGL)

1

1017187

Constructed A0730108 Board of Water
Commissioners
of the City of
Saint Paul

44-53-30.1N
093-04-43.9W

West Saint
Paul, MN

61.6

2

1019055

Terminated

A0639517 Sprint
Spectrum, L.P.

44-54-19.0N
093-05-20.0W

WEST
SAINT
PAUL, MN

14.4

3

1052276

Constructed A1082615 AT&T Mobility
Spectrum LLC

44-54-28.9N
093-04-59.3W

WEST ST.
PAUL, MN

34.4

4

1057176

Constructed A1022708 T-Mobile USA
Tower LLC

44-55-09.5N
093-06-00.6W

SAINT
PAUL, MN

42.6

5

1062542

Terminated

A0434725 Verizon
Wireless (VAW)
LLC

44-53-49.0N
093-04-07.0W

WEST ST
PAUL, MN

22.9

6

1200625

Granted

A0090949 T and L
Investments

44-54-29.5N
093-04-59.1W

West Saint
Paul, MN

64.0

7

1224048

Cancelled

A0249033 Qwest Wireless, 44-54-44.2N
L.L.C.
093-06-04.1W

West St.
Paul, MN

19.5

8

1243714

Constructed A0750309 T-Mobile
Central LLC

44-54-39.4N
093-03-46.2W

St. Paul,
MN

15.8

9

1255019

Constructed A1060976 Verizon
Wireless (VAW)
LLC

44-54-56.0N
093-05-39.0W

West St.
Paul, MN

26.5

Constructed A0761481 SBA Monarch
Towers II, LLC

44-54-53.5N
093-04-34.4W

West St.
Paul, MN

22.9
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240 LEIGH FARM ROAD
SUITE 415
DURHAM, NC 27707
ECO-SITE.COM

ECO-SITE #: MN-0032
SITE NAME: EMERSON AVE
T-MOBILE SITE #: A1Q0310C
SITE NAME: AUGUSTANA LUT. CH.
COUNTY

1400 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118

01/23/18
240 LEIGH FARM ROAD, SUITE 415
DURHAM, NC 27707

ZONING

ECO-SITE NAME/NUMBER: EMERSON AVE/MN-0032
T-MOBILE NAME/NUMBER: AUGUSTANA LUTHERAN CHURCH/A1Q0310C
SITE ADDRESS
1400 S. ROBERT ST.
WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118
DAKOTA COUNTY
LATITUDE: 44° 54' 13.83" (44.903842) N (FROM SCIP)
LONGITUDE: 93° 04' 45.45" (93.079292) W (FROM SCIP)
TAX/PIN #:42-02000-26-020
ZONING: B-3 GENERAL BUSINESS

SITE

MUNICIPALITY:
DAKOTA

STATE:
MINNESOTA

TOWER TYPE:
MONOPOLE

TOWER HEIGHT:

SHEET INDEX
SHEET
T-1
LP
C-1
ANT-1

DESCRIPTION

REV.

TITLE SHEET
LOCATION PLAN
ENLARGED SITE PLAN
SITE ELEVATION

F
F
F
F

BUELL CONSULTING INC.
1360 ENERGY PARK DRIVE, SUITE 210
ST. PAUL, MN 55108
(651) 361-8110
www.buellconsulting.com

DEVELOPER
ECO-SITE
240 LEIGH FARM ROAD, SUITE 415
DURHAM, NC 27707
PHONE: (919) 636-6810
ECO-SITE.COM

ML

NUMBER OF CARRIERS:
N.T.S.

1 PROPOSED

USE:
FROM T-MOBILE OFFICE: 8000 WEST 78TH ST., EDINA, MN 55439
DIRECTIONS: CONTINUE EAST ON W 78TH STREET, TURN RIGHT ONTO W
BUSH LAKE ROAD, TURN RIGHT ONTO MARTH RD., TURN RIGHT TO MERGE
ONTO I-494 E. MERGE ONTO I-494 E FOR 15 MILES, TAKE EXIT 67 FOR MN-3
TOWARD ROBERT ST., CONTINUE ONTO S. ROBERT ST. FOR 2 MILES AND
ARRIVE AT SITE.

CONTACT PERSON

ZONING
POWER COMPANY

NOT FOR

COMPANY NAME
PHONE: (XXX) XXX-XXXX
ATTN.: CUSTOMER SERVICE

CONSTRUCTION

PROPOSED TELECOMMUNICATIONS TOWER
AND UNMANNED EQUIPMENT

PROJECT CONSULTANT:
TERRA CONSULTING, LTD
600 BUSSE HIGHWAY, PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
CONTACT: TOM ZIMMERMANN
PHONE: (847) 698-6400 FAX: (847) 698-6401
SURVEYING FIRM:
ASSOCIATED ENGINEERING INC.
2705 N. MAIN ST.
OMAHA, NE 68022
PHONE: (402) 289-5040 FAX: (402) 289-5045

DRIVING DIRECTIONS

DM

KRISTIAN OLSON
(651) 789-9340

105' (109' TO HIGHEST APPURTENANCE)

VICINITY MAP

DM

PROJECT SUMMARY

TELEPHONE COMPANY
COMPANY NAME
PHONE: (XXX) XXX-XXXX
ATTN.: CUSTOMER SERVICE

SURVEY ATTACHMENTS
SS-1
SS-2
SS-3

SITE TOPOGRAPHY
SITE TOPOGRAPHY
SITE TOPOGRAPHY

PROPERTY OWNER
AUGUSTANA LUTHERAN CHURCH
1400 S. ROBERT ST.
WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118
PHONE: (651) 457-3373
ATTN.: HOWARD OSTREM

CONTACTS

XXXXX DEPARTMENT
STREET NAME AND #
TOWN, STATE AND ZIP
PHONE: (XXX) XXX-XXXX
ATTN.: CONTACT NAME

PERMIT INFORMATION

-

TITLE SHEET

T-1

F
110-057

OHE

SCALE 1" = 40'
OHE

EMERSON AVE E

240 LEIGH FARM ROAD
SUITE 415
DURHAM, NC 27707
ECO-SITE.COM

PROPERTY/R.O.W. LINE
OHE

OHE

OHE

OHE

OHE

OHE

ECO-SITE #: MN-0032
SITE NAME: EMERSON AVE
T-MOBILE SITE #: A1Q0310C
SITE NAME: AUGUSTANA LUT. CH.

OHE

COUNTY

OHE

EXISTING
ASPHALT
PARKING LOT

0

20'

40'

80'

1400 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118

22" x 34" PRINT IS THE FULL SCALE
FORMAT. ANY SIZE OTHER THAN
THAT IS AT REDUCED SCALE.

01/23/18

PROPOSED 15' WIDE UTILITY
EASEMENT OVER PAVEMENT

ZONING

EXISTING PAD
MOUNTED
TRANSFORMER

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY/R.O.W. LINE

S ROBERT ST.

PROPOSED 8' WIDE
UTILITY EASEMENT

PROPERTY LINE

PROPOSED 20' WIDE
ACCESS/UTILITY EASEMENT

EXISTING
CHURCH
BUILDING

EXISTING
ASPHALT
PARKING LOT

BUELL CONSULTING INC.
1360 ENERGY PARK DRIVE, SUITE 210
ST. PAUL, MN 55108
(651) 361-8110
www.buellconsulting.com

ML

DM

DM

PROPOSED (65'x65') ECO-SITE
TOWER COMPOUND LEASE AREA

PROPOSED 105' MONOPOLE TOWER
PROPOSED (10'x15') T-MOBILE
EQUIPMENT LEASE AREA

PROPERTY LINE
66.59'

POND

34'

PROPOSED (8'x8') T-MOBILE
EQUIPMENT STEEL PLATFORM

ZONING
NOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION

51.3'

48.24'

81.35'

LOCATION PLAN

PROPERTY LINE

1

LOCATION PLAN
SCALE: 1" = 40'-0"

LP

F
110-057

SCALE 1" = 10'

240 LEIGH FARM ROAD
SUITE 415
DURHAM, NC 27707
ECO-SITE.COM

COUNTY

ECO-SITE #: MN-0032
SITE NAME: EMERSON AVE
T-MOBILE SITE #: A1Q0310C
SITE NAME: AUGUSTANA LUT. CH.
0

5'

20'

10'

1400 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118

7'

22" x 34" PRINT IS THE FULL SCALE
FORMAT. ANY SIZE OTHER THAN
THAT IS AT REDUCED SCALE.

01/23/18
EXISTING
ASPHALT
AREA

12'
ACCESS GATE

5'

PROPOSED 20' WIDE ACCESS
& UTILITY EASEMENT

6.56'

EXISTING RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

6'

984

25.5'

ZONING

PROPOSED 12' WIDE
ACCESS GRAVEL ROAD

984

EXISTING CULVERT UNDER
GARAGE BUILDING

PROPOSED RETAINING WALL
±95LF KEYSTONE WALL

983

985

982
986

27.5'

981
EXISTING
GARAGE
BUILDING

PROPOSED EVERGREEN
SHRUBS (TYP. OF 7)

979
978
PROPOSED MULTI-GANG METER
AND FIBER H-FRAME, MINIMUM
4' -6" CLEARANCE TO FENCE

55'

65'

27.5'

980

PROPOSED 12' WIDE
DOUBLE SWING GATE

1'

988
PROPOSED TRANSFORMER
& FIBER HAND HOLE

PROPOSED (55'x55') 8' HIGH
CHAIN LINK FENCED COMPOUND

15'

EXISTING
POND

6'

987
2.3'
1'

PROPOSED (65'x65') ECO-SITE
TOWER COMPOUND LEASE AREA

986

DM

PROPOSED NATURAL GAS EMERGENCY
GENERATOR ON CONCRETE PAD

3'

985

ZONING
NOT FOR

977

10'

CONSTRUCTION

984

5'
55'

DM

PROPOSED (8'x8') T-MOBILE
EQUIPMENT STEEL PLATFORM

5'

3.5'

ML

PROPOSED (10'x15') T-MOBILE
EQUIPMENT LEASE AREA

3.5'

8'

5'

BUELL CONSULTING INC.
1360 ENERGY PARK DRIVE, SUITE 210
ST. PAUL, MN 55108
(651) 361-8110
www.buellconsulting.com

8'

29.5'

PROPOSED 105' MONOPOLE TOWER

5'

987
986

65'

978

985
984
983
982
981

SITE DIMENSION PLAN

979
980

981
980
979

ENLARGED SITE PLAN

EXISTING CULVERT

C-1

F
110-057

240 LEIGH FARM ROAD
SUITE 415
DURHAM, NC 27707
ECO-SITE.COM

COUNTY

ECO-SITE #: MN-0032
SITE NAME: EMERSON AVE
T-MOBILE SITE #: A1Q0310C
SITE NAME: AUGUSTANA LUT. CH.
PROPOSED LIGHTNING ROD

1400 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118

PROPOSED TOWER LIGHTING
AS REQUIRED

01/23/18
PROPOSED T-MOBILE ANTENNAS
& MOUNTING FRAME @ 100' A.G.L.

ZONING

100'
DISTANCE TO CENTER OF PROPOSED LESSEE ANTENNAS

FUTURE CARRIER ANTENNAS
& MOUNTING FRAME @ 80' A.G.L.

BUELL CONSULTING INC.
1360 ENERGY PARK DRIVE, SUITE 210
ST. PAUL, MN 55108
(651) 361-8110
www.buellconsulting.com

ML

DM

DM

PROPOSED 105' HIGH
MONOPOLE TOWER

EXISTING GARAGE BUILDING
(BEYOND)

PROPOSED T-MOBILE EQUIPMENT
CABINET ON STEEL PLATFORM

ZONING
NOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION

PROPOSED 8' HIGH CHAIN-LINK
FENCE WITHOUT BARBED WIRE
(PARTIALLY SHOWN FOR CLARITY)

8'
FENCE

8'
BRIDGE

105'
HEIGHT OF PROPOSED SELF-SUPPORT TOWER

109'
OVERALL HEIGHT OF PROPOSED SELF-SUPPORT TOWER & LIGHTNING ROD

FUTURE CARRIER ANTENNAS
& MOUNTING FRAME @ 90' A.G.L.

EXISTING
GRADE AT TOWER

0

1/2"

1"

2"

SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

1

SOUTH ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

SITE ELEVATION

22" x 34" PRINT IS THE FULL SCALE
FORMAT. ANY SIZE OTHER THAN
THAT IS AT REDUCED SCALE.

ANT-1

F
110-057

Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Ben Boike, Assistant Comm. Dev. Dir.

Date:

March 20, 2018

PC Case #18-06: Conditional Use Permit – 1250 Oakdale Ave
REQUEST:
St. George Orthodox Church is requesting a Conditional Use Permit to allow an Accessory Structure
exceeding the maximum size in an R1-B District at 1250 Charlton Ave.
Attachments:
Application Package
Notice
Plans

EXISTING LAND USE/ZONING:
Direction
Relevant to Site

North
East
South
West

Land Use

Zoning

School – St. Croix Lutheran
Single-family homes
Single-family homes
Single-family homes

R1-B, Single Family
R1-B, Single Family
R1-B, Single Family
R1-B, Single Family
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PROPOSAL:
St. George Orthodox Church is proposing to construct a 17 ft. tall, 2,000 sq. ft. (40’x 50’) outdoor
pavilion. The location of the proposed structure is to the rear of the church, just south of the existing
detached garage. The structure will include two enclosed bathrooms and a small concession area,
totaling roughly 380 sq. ft., the remaining 1,620 sq. ft. will consist of open-air seating.
ANALYSIS:
Zoning Ordinance
Section 153.051, requires a Conditional Use Permit for all accessory structures exceeding the maximum
size in an R1 District:
153.051 CONDITIONAL USES.
Within any R-1A One-Family Residential District, no structure or land shall be used for the
following uses, except by conditional use permit:
(O) Accessory Structures exceeding the allowable maximum size per Section 153.380(F)(3)(b).
Section 153.380(F)(3)(b) states the following:
The maximum size of one accessory structure for uses other than single-family and two-family uses
in the R-l district may exceed the maximum size requirement as listed above through a conditional
use permit. The structure may not exceed 2,500 square feet in size, and must be setback a minimum
of 50 feet from the nearest residential property line.
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The proposed structure adheres to the requirements of the zoning ordinance. The structure is not located
on a property utilized as single-family or two-family, the size (2,000 sq. ft.) is below the maximum size
allowed under the Conditional Use Permit allowance (2,500 sq. ft.), and the structure is located more
than 50 feet from any residential use.
Additional Design Information
The proposed pavilion will located on a concrete pad that extends 6 feet beyond the pavilion to the west,
north and east, and 30 feet beyond the pavilion to the south. The structure will be supported by steel
columns and split face concrete masonry units (CMU)(bathroom and concession area). The bases of the
exposed columns will be wrapped with matching CMU. The gable area will be comprised of wood
siding and a metal roof is proposed. Staff is recommending a condition of approval that the pavilion is
constructed with complementary colors to the existing church building and adjacent garage.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends APPROVAL of the CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT to allow an Accessory
Structure exceeding the maximum size in an R1-B District at 1250 Oakdale Ave. subject to the
following conditions:
1. The applicant shall obtain all applicable building permits for the construction of the pavilion.
2. The proposed pavilion shall consist of complementary colors to the existing church building and
adjacent garage.
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